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HOW IT WORKS

Ensure food quality, regulatory compliance, and protect your valuable inventory 
with 24/7 fully-automated temperature monitoring protection.  Food storage 
temperature monitoring is vital for food freshness. Maintain proper temperatures 
and reduce the risk of costly spoilage while ensuring   HACCP compliance with 
accurate temperature record keeping. Effortlessly monitor all of your food 
storage equipment 24 hours a day, 7 days a week   and receive instant alerts 
should any readings fall out of designated range.

DON'T RISK YOUR BUSINESS 'S HEALTH RATING

TEMPERATURE COMPLIANCE
Automatically records and stores

temperature for HACCP compliance logs

LONG RANGE WIRELESS SENSORS
Superior wireless range for

monitoring facilities of any size

SENSOR MAPS
Upload facility maps and visualize

sensor location and readings

QUICK & EASY SETUP
Easily install sensors and gateway
and be up and running in minutes

ACTIONABLE ALERTS
Receive timely alerts via phone,

email, and sms text

ANALYTICS & REPORTING
View temperature and notifications
logs, plus run and schedule reports

LOW POWER-LONG LIFE SENSORS
Sensors with low power consumption

providing up to 3-year battery life

REMOTE MONITORING
Free mobile app to access temperature

status from anywhere

SECURE CONNECTION
Embedded end-to-end 

AES encryption
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SMART TECHNOLOGY ENABLES 
SUPERIOR WIRELESS RANGE 
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